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Abstract 

We discuss the physics and numerical implementation of the radiation 

transport routine used in the CHAHTB VMD code. It is a one-dimensional 

'Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical symmetry), muitigroupj diffusion 

approximation. Tests and applications will be discussed as well. 
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CHARTB MULTIGROUP TRANSPORT PACKAGE 

Louis Baker 
Target Interaction Theory Division - kzkl 

Introduction and Overview 
We document the transport scheme developed for use in the CHARTB 

MUD code. This should provide users of that code, or those who wish 
to adopt the subroutine package to other codes, with a basis for doing 
so and understanding what they are doing. The first section reviews 
basic transfer theory and presents the basic equations and approximations 
employed in the multigroup radiation transport scheme. In the next 
section, we discuss the finite difference form used to treat these 
equations and discuss tt« actual implementation in the code. Finally, 
we give a specific example of the usage of the package on a specific 
problem, that of the formation of an ionized channel in air by an exploding 
wire. This problem had been treated previously with the CHARTB code, 
using a phenomenological heat conduction coefficient in a diffusion 
equation. Here we discuss the effect of using a five and eight band 
multigroup scheme. 



I. Discussion of the Basic Equations and Approximations 

A. The Equations of Transport 

The- radiation field Is completely described by specifying th . 

intensity function I(t, r, ti, •>), where t Is the time, r the location, 

u the direction of photon flight (i.e., -u. is the direction in which we 

are looking and asking the question: "What photon flux do T see?") and o 

is the frequency. The equation of radiative transfer in simply a 

innervation equation for r, taking account of the sources and sinks of 

photons, and has the form: 

I = :; - .links (i) 

Here, 3 is the source term and c the speed of lltihi.. We can view the u i't-

hand :>ide as the "substantial" or comovirig derivative of fluid mechuui.-.. 

for a "gas" of photons, all of which mo\e at the speed c. One may a!;, . 

view it as a Boltzmann equation with I taking the role of Uie dl«trn.nl.i..ii 

function f, with the following special properties of the radiation field 

noted: 

(1) photons can be absorbed and created, henoe the source and sink 

terms, 

(?) as Maxwell's equations are linear, there cannot be collisions 

between photons and hence no collision operator—this is an 

approxiBation neglecting vacuum polurization effects, 

(3) the F-d/dv term of the Boltzmaim equation is absent from Lb' 

left-hand side, since we neglect the gravitational force on 

photons, and that is the only force the photon is subject to 
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(caveat—again this is an approximation--quantum-electrodynamic 
It 

effects are neglected) as noted above, all photons move with 

the same speed, c. 

All of the approximations employed here are valid for the situations we 

will consider; highly energetic, relativistic situations that engage 

astrophysicists, with matter moving relativistically, etc., would require 

more careful treatment {see, e.g., Fomraning ^. 

B. The Source and Sink Terms 

Eefore going into details about the approximation used, it is 

useful to discuss the specific forms assumed for the source and sink terms. 

For the sink or "loss-of-photons" term, we use "Beer's law," sink = kl. 

Here k may be thought of as a probability per unit length for a photon to 

be lost, that is, absorbed or scattered. If it ic scattered, it becomes 

a photon travelling iri a different direction; such photons become a source 

term. We may write k = k . + k . = k,. + k j.*k 4.. The ahs scat line cont scat 
absorption coefficient k . has been broken up into line and continuum 

contiibutions, as is useful either in treating line transport or in 

discussing "line blanketing" effects upon continuum transport. The 

absorption term is usually defined so as to include the effects of 

stimulated emission, k a b s « k
u n c o r r e o t e d (1 - exp(-E/kT)), where E is 

the photon energy and k , .is the absorption uncorrected for such 

stimulated emission as computed from atomic physics. 

The source term S, we will write as S = k. B(T) + S s c a t . Here, 

scattered into the 

Such scattering is usually approximated as isotropic, and we will use 
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this ansata as It is a great simplification: 3 . = k . u I dui/lisi, 
r neat neat " ' 

Strictly speaking, we should assume k^ is a function of incident and 

emitted photon energies, which may not he equal. This is very important 

in the treatment of resonance line transport, since the change in frequency 

allows energy to diffuse in frequency space away from the line center and 

escape more readily. For our purposes, the aesumption of coherent or 

elastic photon scattering without a change in photon energy is sufficient, 

since we do not propose to treat lines in detail and therefore assume the 

frequency range of any frequency band used is much larger than any 

frequency shift upon scattering. The treatment of transport of resonant-

line radiution in a subject in itself and requires additional approxi

mations t<j he tractable. We will assume that, t-.ith.--r snot, lines are not 

treated or are included in a phenomenological manner by changes to t'.e 

absorption and scattering coefficients. 

The other term in the source function S is proportional to B(T), 

the blackbody temperature at the local (electron) temperature T. This 

is an expression of Kirchoff's law Bui can be derived for local 

thermodynamic equilibrium conditions in which emission and absorption 

must balance. Deviations from this condition do not necessarily 

invalidate it, and the scattering term included in S has the effect of 

"patching things up" when Kirchoff's law fails, since the failjre is 

usually in the form of resonance radiation or other externally imposed 

radiation "input" into a system with little emission of itself, and in 

this situation scattering will appropriately model the source function. 

Such an approximation should work well for a collisionally-dominated 

(i.e., sufficiently dense) plasma; for a tenuous plasma, one would have 

to use a non-LTE equation of state package to solve for the various level 

b 
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populations, in conjunction with the transport code. Such complexities 
are beyond the scope of this code. 

C. Approximate Treatment of the Equation of Transfer 

As it stands, (1) must be solved at every timestep t, at each 
frequency or energy E, for all angles (a two-dimensional manifold) and 
all positions. We can and will discretize the energy space, solving 
for a few "bands" with average values of I, B, and k. The angular coordinate 
space (the various 3 or DS methods) can be treated by Monte carlo methods 
or by expansion methods (the P methods). Here we use the simplest of 
the p nethods, the P-, method, also known variously as the Eddington 
or diffusion approximation. We sacrifice detailed knowledge of the 
angular distribution of I at each point for simplicity. 

The method is to take moments of (1), multiplying it by 1, p, in 
much the same way moments of the Boltzman equation, multiplied by powers 
of v, are used to obtain the usual equations of fluid mechanics (e.g., 
Ref. 2). First, we define the first three moments as follows: 
E « - / I diu/kn, the Oth moment, the energy density; F = J" I n dm A " , 
the 1st moment, the energy flux; and K = „ Iw> dcu/W, the 2nd moment, 
the radiation pressure. Note that the radiation pressure, as is the 
usual stress tensor, is a second order tensor or dyad; as in fluid mechanics, 
ve will treat K as the diagonal element, or 1/3 of the trace of that 
tensor. This is perfectly consistent with the Eddington approximation, 
which assumes the radiation field is approximately isotropic (see, e.g., 
Eef. 3). Then upon integrating (1) over all angles 
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fev*) h" k. J f l ! . K (2) 
abr, neat ' 

ar.d upon multiplying by n and integrating: 

(dt/c t k ) F ( H = 0 (3) 

We cloae the system of moments by relating K tn E, by ansnmlng that we 
may represent I as I - I * 3(j"M-), neglecting any higher powers of 1' 
in an expansion of the angular dependence of T. Then j if: equivalent tu 
F and I , the isotropic part of I to K. K is then found to be equal to 
F./3. One may also obtain this result (in plane or spherical geometry, 
at least) if one assumes that I ha3 one constant value in the hemisphere 
corresponding to "outvard" flow and another constant value in the 
"inward direction." Calling these values I and I , E - |(I + I ), 
|F| = £(1 - I g ) , and K = E/3. Then (3) becomes 

(dt/c + k) F + VK/3 = 0 (li) 

One can solve the system of (2),{li) for E and F (see, e.g., Ref. li). 
However, we obtain considerable simplification (from a bi~tridiagonal 
system to a simple tridiagonal system) if we neglect the time derivative 
in (It). This is very often done (e.g., Bef. 5 and 6) and can be justified 
when at » (ck)" = L(cT)~ , where At, L, T are characteristic system, 
time and length scales, and optical depth, respectively. It is therefore 
a good approximation for quasi-steady or optically thick systems, among 
others, 

In place of (M) we will therefore use 
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F = -VE/(3k) . (5) 

This is of the same form as Fick's law for diffusive flux or Fourier's 
law of heat conduction, and should make clear the diffusive nature of 
the approximate system of equations. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the Eddington approximation, one generally 
needs to consider the boundary conditions and other aspects of the problem. 
However, it has been shown that for both optically thick and thin systems, 
the correct heating rate {flux divergence) is obtained. Hence the energy 
transport calculated should not be significantly in error, whatever the 
system optical depth—assuming, of course, all else (opacities, band 
structure, zoning, etc.) is veil done. 

We have to specify boundary conditions. For the complete 
equations, we might specify the incident flux. In the context of moments, 
we u.'. the Marshak approximation to relate the moments and their derivatives 
to the incident flux (which is usually aero in most problems of interest). 

l.!» We have, ' 

iE - i n - I l n c = F (6a) 

at the ends of a plane slab, or the outside of a sphere of cylinder. At 
the center of a sphere or cylinder, symmetry requires 

d rE = 0 . (6b) 

If we have an external boundary with reflectivity P and emitting at 

blackbody temperature T, then (6a) becomes, through the Eddington 

approximation 
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( 1 + 0) w i + ( 1 " p ) E = 1 3 7 T*> "i: ™ * 
where 

^ = moan free path in outermost; mcr.h zono nf haul 

F : reflectivity of wall 

n - refractive index (taken an 1) 

FD : fraction of blackbody energy emitter] into hand by blackbody 

emitted at temperature T 

The variables P and T (called KF.FL and TWAl',1, in the cnmput'.er code) are w 
set internally in the transport code's main routine, MOXPA. 

IT. Finite Difference Implementation 

We must solve (2),(5)» subject to the boundary conditions (6). 

'Tiiis may be done as a tridiagonal system, upon substituting for F, 

using (5) in (2). One has only the variable E in (?) and (6) after 

this replacement. 

As CHARTB la a Lagranglan code, we must modify (2) slightly} o in 

the Kulerian frame becomes d/dt - u'V, where d/dt is the lagrangian or 

comoving derivative; for any moving Lagrangian material element, the 

change in the radiation energy density E is given by dfe/dt. 

For stability, we use fully implicit equations, although this 

can easily be altered. 

We divide frequency space into m hands and calculate using source 

functions B, energy densities E, and absorption coefficients k 

integrated (or averaged in the case of k) over each band. We will use a 

mean free path L rather than an absorption coefficient k; h(cm) = l/k. 
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Let E i t denote the energy density at the ith timestep at the jth 

grid point for the Mb. band. We will suppress the k index, as we neglect 

scattering between bands, and therefore all the k indices within one 

equation are the same. We define the following auxiliary variables: 

w. (t) = fraction of energy emitted by a blackbody at temperature 

T into energy bank k 

f = L l f cc/3 = diffusion coefficient 

ik 

DX2 

c &t/L.. = cell thickness parameter (dijnensionless) 

A * / X i + 1 " xi-l 

i+1 
2x. 

GFM *1-1 

CMB = 

2x. 
1 

1 plane 
GFP cylindrical 

p 
GFP spherical 

1 plane 
flffl cylindrical 
GFM 2 spherical 

F< k + 
F l + 1 t k ™ » ™ 2(x 

geometry (IGK = 1 in CHMtTB) 
geometry (IGM = 2 in CHARTB) 
geometry (IGM = 3 in CHARTB) 

geometry (TOM = 1 in CHARTB) 
geometry (IGH = 2 in CHAR131 
geometry (73.) = 3 in CHARTB) 

i+1 

<xi " Xi-J GMB DX2 

B = aT a = 137 erg/(eV) /sec 

Then the tridiagonal system to be solved possesses a typical row of the 

form: 
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E " * ] " (-A - UjDX2) + E " + 1 (1 + f + A + li) + E " ^ I - B I UjUXJ!) -
ik 

I-:" + F . (137 w l k T"*) 1 l i k ik 

The outer boundary condi t ion, imposed on the In t zone in the CIIARTII 

code, i s (6a) 

E x (1 - REFL + AIJX1) - E r AUX1 - AIIX2 

AIJX1. i fxfi) - X T P T T T I HKFI I 
IV 

AIJX2 = 
No incident f lux. 

vi ( T ) 137 iL For fixed incident flux 
due to nearly wall ut 
temperature 'I' (eV). 

The Inner boundary condition current ly in use in E(r - 0} = E(r - iy), 

appropriate for cy l i nd r i ca l or spherical geometry. 

Itae t r id iagona l system i3 solved hy standard means. 

'[lie flux i s then tes ted to see i f It exceeds the freestreamin^ 

l i m i t , i , e , , 

( f i ' f i - l > E i " h-1 > cfijj * is1__11/r? 

If this ratio exceeds 1, call it AUX2. Then F , F, ., F. , lire 

divided by AUX2 and the calculation repeated. 'Hiis is done up to a flx«.:d 

number of times, MAXIT, currently 1. 

The code computes the source term in the energy equation, 2.K 

= E j ~ - (E i k - B l k V P i ergii/aee/BB, 
k "ik 

lli 



- E q ; (*» -137. ™k T V 

For diagnostic purposes, we compute a radiation temperature: 

4d = £ E k / 1 3 7 -

The auxiliary routine FFBB(X) computes the fraction of blackbody 
radiation emitted between X = 0 and X = X, where X = hv/kT. W. = 
FFBB(X2) - FFBB^), where Xg = ^ u l / \ \ = \ ^ i - T^s* values of W i k 

are stored in an array since W is used more than once in the code. E, 
is the lower energy bound of the kth banc!, E. .. the upper bound—we assume 
the energy bands are contiguous. FFBB(X) is computed 

X < 1. by series expansion. 

X > 7. by asymptotic expansion. 

1 < X < 7. by logarithmic interpolation in a table. 

Subroutine OPAC returns l/L.k> from a logarithmic tabular interpolate 

5 Alme and Wilson, 

"3-..|iS|(l-3«P-§|*g|) 
which for thin systems gives a flux limiting effect. Tests on homogeneous 
cylindrical emitters at uniform temperature, however, showed that the 
simpler form is superior, at least for steady state problems (see below). 
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ITT. Vf-rifloat.ion of the Wellington Approximation and the i^a::ic Transport 
A Iggrithiri 

A number of t e s t ca.".en wore run t<. verify t:n ft Ifl'-ri thin do:.bribed 

alirivr. Firr i t , wo tes ted the va l id i ty nV the l/Jii n^ton upproxin.at. ion 

i t s e l f , as well a;: the t r id iagona l numerical algorithm used to implement it.. 
7 

Kesten gives an exac t , ana ly t i c solut ion for a r ad i a t i ng cy l inder , hut 

we found tha t computation with his formula in numerically i l l - cond i t i oned . 

ikrFir.let and Wanning give an exact ana ly t i c ::idutinn for the surface flux 

(Yi-jri a ii'imo^oncuu:: i n f i n i t e cy l inder : l.heLr ro;iuH c.ay u-a::Liy be 

r.enorai isied for the flux a t a r b i t r a r y radial depth in the cyl inder . ."hi,; 

formula was used for comparison with confuted result*; (vie :;hould note thai, 

the paper by Hc&slet and Warming a l so include:; some r e s u l t s obtained 

with the b'ddington approximation, but we emphasise tha t our comparison:; 

were with the exact formula b, Table I presents l.he computed surface V\U/,L.. 

for various cylinder op t i ca l depths (measured along a radius) for the exact 

answer, and the Eddington approximation computed with and without the Alroe 

and Wilson f lux- l imi t ing procedure; led mesh pointy were u : e l , In general , 

the accuracy of the surface flux gives a good c l i m a t e ul' the accuracy id* 

the fluxes a t smaller r a d i i . We conclude t h a t for such problems ( rad ia t ing 

cyl inders) the Kddington approximation i s val id and the code cor rec t ly 

implements i t . 

.tV. Typical Run; Ver i f ica t ion of Multigroup tachate 

Tc verify and i l l u s t r a t e the use of the multtgrouy rou t ine , we 

repeated the ca l cu l a t ion , reported by Mil ler e t a l . , ' of the evolution of 

a plasma channel in a i r . Both f ive and eight band models were used. 
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IABLE I 

Surface flux from homogeneous radiating cylinder. 

Computed Eddington Approx. 
Alme/Wilson Limiting Exact 

.52 .556 

1.68 2.56 

S.03 3.135 

Optical Depth 
along Radius 

. 1 

1. 

10. 

Mugerically 
Simple 

.56 

P.67 

3.186 
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For the five band simulation, the energy boundaries were 0., k., 7., 
9., 12., 30. eV. For the eight band, the boundaries were 0., 1., 3., 
5., 7., 9., 12., 50., and 500. The 9-12 eV bund was chosen to model as 
a unit the Schuman-Runge band of the oxygen molecule. The opacity data 
was taken from the SAI calculations supplied by H. Johnston. The 
mean free path for each band was found by averaging over the values within 
that band in the SAI tables. Photon energies below .5 eV were not included 
in computing the opacity in the lowest energy band, as the SAI tables 
did not include detailed treatment of molecular band structure and are 
unreliable here. Previous CHARTB calculations employed a phenomenological 
mean free path (see Ref. 9 f'* a complete discussion) with the one-
temperature diffusion transport algorithm of CHARTB- This resulted in a 
channel of the correct dimensions, but one that was too cold to explain 
holographic data. 

We are interested not only in the comparison with experiment but 
in the sensitivity of the results to: 

(1) the choice of band utructure: five vs. eight band models 
(2) sensitivity of reBults to initial channel properties 

(radius, temperature) 

(3) sensitivity to ambient density (assumed uniform) 
We will again compare to experiment (and between varying initial 
conditions) at one and six microseconds after the start of the discharge. 
In forming our group opacities, we had to average the more detailed 
opacity table of Ref. 10 over frequency within the bands. For the five 
band results, we tried taking both harmonic and arithmetic means. 
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The former are, of course, consistently smaller. We found it made 

little difference to the results and used the arithmetic mean of the 

eight band opacities (the reciprocal mean data of Ref. 10 was employed). 

We stored the logarithm of the opacity internally and interpolated 

linearly (in the logarithm) in density and temperature to find the 

inverse mean free path used in the calculation. The data of Ref. 10 

applies for 13 temperatures "between 2000 K and 20 eV, and eight densities 

from 10 times normal (1.293 x 10 gra/cm ) down by factors of 10 each 

step. Table II summarizes the results of the parameter variations, 

showing the results are reasonably insensitive to initial conditions. 

The most influential parameter seems to be the initial channel radius. 

Figure 1 gives the expected holographic fringe shift (double exposure 

holographic interferograms taken with He-Ne laser). This may be 

compared with Fig. 2 of Eef. 9» Note that agreement has improved over 

the one-temperature model in that the channel temperature is calculated 

to be somewhat higher. These results suggest to us the value of the 

multigroup transport routine for usf in such channel studies and the 

ability of such a routine to provide valuable data for designing plasma 

channel beam transport systems. 

Conclusions 

We have documented here in some detail the MGXPA transport package. 

It is our hope that in this way a prospective user of CHARTD or CHARTS 

will have little trouble understanding and using it. It should also be 

easily adoptable to similar codes if desired. We have 

\ 
\ 
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TABLE II 

Sensitivity of results to model. 
(8 band, p = l.E-3, r = .06, T = 1. unless noted) 

t = g us t - 6 us 
Case r T r _T_ 

5 band harm .26 2.6 .7 2.6 
5 band arith .26 2.1* .7 2.7 
8 band .26 2.1* .78 2.8 
r Q = .03 .22 lt.0 .73 3.0 

p = 1.293-3 .24 1.8 .7 2.9 

T \ 1 ; 7 5 3 " 3 -£5 2.3 .73 2.9 
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discussed the teat's run to show that It does Indeed correctly aodel 
transport of radiation In cylindrical systems and have shown vlth a 
comparison of calculated and experimental results that CHABTB with the 
MGXPA multigroup package can be a formidable tool for use in MHD problems 
of interest. 
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